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In modern information service architectures, many servers are involved in ser-
vice building, in which servers must rely on the information provided by other
servers thereby creating a trust. This trust relation is central to building ser-
vices in distributed environments, and is closely related to information security.
Almost every standard on information security is concerned with the internal
control of an organization, and particularly with authentication. In this pa-
per, we focus on a trust model of certificate authentication. Conventionally,
a trust model of certificates is defined as a validation of chains of certificates.
However, today, this trust model does not function well because of the fragmen-
tation problem caused by complexities of paths and by fine a requirement at
security levels. In this paper, we propose “dynamic path validation” together
with another trust model of PKI for controlling this situation. First, we pro-
pose Policy Authority. Policy Authority assigns a level of compliance (LoC) to
CAs in its trust domain. LoC is evaluated in terms of the certificate common
criteria of Policy Authority. Moreover, it controls the path building with con-
siderations of LoC. Therefore, we can flexibly evaluate levels of CP/CPS’s in
a single server. In a typical bridge model, we need as many bridge CAs as the
number of required levels of CP/CPS’s. In our framework, instead, we can do
the same task in a single server, by which we can save costs of maintaining lists
of trust anchors at multiple levels.

1. Introduction

In modern information service architectures, many servers are involved in ser-
vice building. For example, in a service federation, it is common that a user agent
interacts with an authentication server and several service providers. Moreover,
the validation of a digital certificate generally includes intermediate certificates
issued by multiple CAs (Certification Authority). In these scenarios, the servers
must rely on the information provided by other servers. This trust relation is
central to building services in distributed environments.

†1 The University of Tokyo

As distributed environments grow in size and complexity, controlling trust be-
comes complicated. Users require both easy-to-control and fine grained trust.
Easy-to-control trust is required by the internal control within an organization.
Because trust must be provided to all services in an organization, it must be
easy for an organization to manage trust. On the other hand, fine grained trust
is required for services at multiple levels of significance. If the level of trust in
handling privacy and that public information are separately managed, we can
save costs by concentrating on managing trust in handling privacy.

Therefore, we can say that trust is closely related to information security. Al-
though security is discussed in terms of computer security, network security, and
information security in a modern security framework, it is not long before infor-
mation security is considered to be important. Information security is concerned
with control in the behavior of systems and humans for protecting information
assets. One of the major differences of information security compared to others
is that organizations are major players of security. “Internal control” is discussed
organization-wise. Security policies are also defined and published organization-
wise.

The best way to evaluate the internal control of an organization and security
policies are as follows: we (stakeholders) make an agreement on certain criteria
for evaluation, we publish the results evaluated by using the criteria, and prove
that the evaluation is correct. There are several standards defined on informa-
tion security together with the security audit framework. For example, ISMS
(Information Security Management System), or ISO 27001, is commonly used as
a criterion of system and information security.

Among several issues of internal control, authentication is the most critical
one. Allowing access to critical information assets is guaranteed by how assured
the adopted authentication is. The level of assurance of a given authentication
differs in its mechanism. For example, certificate authentication certainly pro-
vides higher level mechanism than password authentication. Even in certificate
authentication, its strength differs in CPs (Certificate Policy) of certificates.

Let us consider a trust circle in which there are some Id providers (IdP) and
service providers (SP). If an SP has valuable information assets, and requires a
high level authentication for accepting access to valuable assets, then a strong
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mechanism is required. Although it must be stressed that the strength of authen-
tication is generally explained by its mechanism, issues related to administrations
and operations such as initial setups and lifecycle management of credentials and
IDs must also be considered. In certificate authentication, there is an established
framework to evaluate them: CP/CPS (Certificate Policy/Certificate Practice
Statement)’s of certificates with audit. Matching of the strength of IdP and
requirements by SPs are the source of trust in a service federation.

In this paper, we focus on a trust model of certificate authentication. Con-
ventionally, a trust model of certificates is defined as a chain of certificates. By
evaluating CP/CPS’s of a target CA, a certificate is issued to guarantee that an
issuing CA trusts the target CA. Thus, a certificate chain is constructed in such
a way that the trust is chained. If the anchor of the chain is contained in a list of
trusted CAs, then the target CA of the chain can be trusted. These chains are
central in constructing the trust of PKI.

However, today, this trust model does not function very well. Its reasons are
classified in twofold: one is that there can be constructed an arbitrary complex
chain, in which the trust is hard to control. Although there are defined three
trust models, hierarchical, mutual, and bridge for taming this complexity, they
are only partially implemented to validate complex chains. The other reason is
more critical: because there are provided several levels of certificate policies, CAs
of the same levels are fragmented into small groups. This means that we need
as many CAs as levels, which proliferates the number of CAs. Actually, major
commercial PKI vendors operate as many CAs of different assurance levels as
required even for the same usage such as client authentication. Although the
difference of levels can be inferred by checking CP/CPS’s, it must manually be
done. This causes a long negotiation in building a bridge CA. To control such a
fragmentation is strongly required.

In regard to this fragmentation problem, one realistic solution for an organi-
zation is to manage only CAs of higher level, and to leave CAs of lower levels
uncontrolled. Because uncontorlled CAs are not in the trust circle, no trust prob-
lem is observed. But, in terms of organizational internal control, such CAs must
be controlled because it is true that they are operated in the organization. The
trust circle must be extended to cover them in terms of internal control.

In this paper, we propose “dynamic path validation” together with another
trust model of PKI for controlling this situation. First, we propose a policy
management server. This server assigns a level to CP/CPS of a given CA. The
assignment may mutually be done in an agreement of the policy management
server with the CA. It is possible that some criteria approved by a group of
CAs are used to calculate the level. Second, we propose an extended path vali-
dation based on the levels provided by the policy evaluation server. In the path
construction, levels are used together with certificate chains. The consistency of
levels is also discussed.

Our framework assumes one policy management server, which plays as a pivot
among policies of CAs. Instead of mutually agreeing on CP/CPS of a bridge
CA, this policy management server accepts multiple levels of CAs. Therefore,
we can flexibly evaluate levels of CP/CPS’s in one single server. In a typical
bridge model, we need as many bridge CAs as the number of required levels of
CP/CPS’s. In our framework, instead, we can do the same task in a single server.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 studies some scenar-
ios in which efficiently handling multiple levels is important. Section 3 proposes
dynamic path validation as our solution. Policy Authority is introduced. Fur-
thermore, path validation is extended in the way that levels of CP/CPS’s are
reflected. Section 4 surveys related work. Section 5 summarizes this paper.

2. Fragmented Trust Problem of Certificates

Recently, as many critical services have been implemented as Web applications.
Accordingly, there are required as many levels of significance as corresponding
significance of services. Today, even in a single organization, there are provided
many services that have various levels of significance. The significance is eval-
uated in information assets handled by the service. For example, if a service
handles privacy, it is to be treated with care. If a service handles medical infor-
mation, it is to be treated with the highest security.

Authentication is a key mechanism that implements levels of significance. The
idea is to control access by using the information to assure the authentication.
Generally, they are called “level of assurance (LoA)”, which are defined by some
standards of LoA such as NIST 800-63 4) for evaluating levels. In such situations,
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an SP requires an appropriate LoA to an IdP for accessing its information assets.
In a fixed trust circle, it is common that its member IdPs and SPs are under
some agreement to maintain a certain LoA of IdPs, which actually maintains
trust within the circle.

Among various authentication mechanisms, certificate authentication is usually
given the highest LoA. Certificate authentication includes a process of path
validation: a path from one CA (A) to another CA (B) is constructed, if B trusts
A. If the root of the path constructed in the validation process is within the
domain of the trusted CAs, then the validation, and therefore the authentication
succeeds. Thus, the trust of certificates is reduced to a path construction whose
root is trusted.

Although certificate authentication can be given the highest LoA, it has a
problem of flexibility in building trust. That is, trust built by path validation
causes inflexible management of LoA in the trust domains. In general, CAs are
operated at various levels of CP/CPS’s. Some CP/CPS’s can be stricter, which
provides a higher LoA to SPs. Therefore, SPs that require a higher LoA will trust
only strictly operated CAs. This results in an inconvenience to users and a high
cost in operations. Today, a solution to such trade-offs is offered in a way that an
organization operates CAs by multiple roots which correspond to multiple levels
of operations. Looser certificates are used to access less important information
assets with less cost than strictly issued certificates.

Typical examples of multiple roots can be seen in server certificates. Today,
most major Web browsers classify server certificates by using two major criteria,
EV certificates 5), WTCA (Web Trust CA) 3), and others which do not match
the two. In the path validation of server certificates, these three criteria never
intersect. Under the Web model of trust, an individual Web browser controls the
list of trusted CAs. Even within WTCA, levels of assurance differ. Some CAs
guarantee that an issued certificate is owned by an organization, whereas some
only guarantee that an issued certificate belongs to a domain. We can understand
this kind of differences only by inspecting CP/CPS’s. Therefore, strictly, a verifier
must always be aware of what is guaranteed by a WTCA certificate.

Also in client certificates, major vendors such as Verisign provide multiple
roots at different levels of trust. In a complex organization, the situation is very

similar to the real world. There are many organizational units with various levels
of independence, and many services that require various LoAs. The result would
be many CAs of various LoAs to handle the various requirements of services.

These two examples are not exceptional. When an (attractive) SP requires a
specific level of assurance, it is natural that a part of IdPs make a separate trust
circle to meet the level, resulting in the fragmentation of trust.

This kind of scenarios cause the fragmentation and furthermore a maintenance
problem in the path validation. In the real world, many CAs are established to
provide required LoAs, increasing the cost of maintenance in trust domains. The
domain is fragmented according to LoAs.

Moreover, if a required level of SP changes, the list of trusted CAs must be
modified accordingly, which causes a problem in maintenance. Even if no change
occurs to an SP, the maintenance is still a problem because the world of CAs
continuously changes.

Another problem occurs that once a new trust circle emerges, we must evaluate
its level of assurance. Today, a number of local criteria of trust have been estab-
lished. Comparing criteria is often difficult because in a usual case one criterion
is specified on different axes from other criteria. From this view, we must manage
evaluation axes of criteria to save the evaluation cost of the level of assurance.
We can obtain a hierarchy of levels of trust by evaluating criteria based on a
single meta-criteria (criteria on evaluation axes).

Thus, we see that both a fine control of LoA requirements and an uncontrolled
establishment of trust circles with their own criteria cause fragmentation prob-
lems.

3. Dynamic Path Validation

In this paper, we propose “dynamic path validation” to tame the fragmentation
and maintenance problems stated above. Dynamic path validation is a kind of
delegated path validation in which Policy Authority plays a key role.

3.1 Software Architecture of Dynamic Path Validation
The goals of dynamic path validation are to provide a framework of path build-

ing in which it is possible to house CAs with multiple LoAs, and to build a graded
or flexible path depending on LoA. It solves the problem of fragmented trust by
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housing many SPs and CAs, if these agree on the evaluation by the certificate
common criteria �1 proposed by Policy Authority, and by making the path vali-
dation flexible.

In our scenario, there are three players: end entities, SP, and Policy Authority.
An end entity requests the authentication for a service with his/her certificates.
An SP is a server that requests the authentication of a user. In this scenario, an
SP requires that a certificate of an end entity has a certain level of assurance.
The SP delegates the path validation to Policy Authority. The Policy Authority
checks whether a path provided by an end entity is valid. Policy Authority
dynamically builds the path by using levels of CP/CPS’s. Specifically, it checks
whether requirements of an SP given as the level of certificates are satisfied in
the certificate chain. In other words, this framework checks conditions of path
validation in a way not related to information statically embedded in certificates.
This explains the name of “dynamic” path validation. We illustrate our software
architecture in Fig. 1.

3.1.1 Policy Authority
The key component in our framework is Policy Authority. The functions pro-

vided by Policy Authority are:
( 1 ) to decide and publish the certificate common criteria of CP/CPS,
( 2 ) to register CAs that comply with the published criteria of CP/CPS, and
( 3 ) to validate paths on behalf of SPs.

In Fig. 1, ( 1 ) corresponds to “Certificate Common Criteria,” ( 2 ) to DB of
Levels, and ( 3 ) to the Responder, respectively.

Policy Authority must be operated under an agreement with participating CAs.
It assumes that participating CAs agree on some predefined criteria. This at least
includes those on audit and delegation of assignment of levels to subordinate
CAs. Today, audit is considered to be a standard way to assure the quality
of operations. Therefore, we demand audit to assure the compliance with the
criteria. Moreover, the delegation must be operated in an appropriate way.

In general, the delegation is one of major solutions of distributed system man-

�1 We use the term “certificate common criteria” to distinguish it with Common Criteteria
(ISO/IEC 15048) of information security.

Fig. 1 Softeware architecture of dynamic path validation.

agement in the case that specific tasks are hard to control or to maintain. In this
case, path validation is a heavy task, and hard to maintain in a single client.

In this way, with Policy Authority as the core, CAs and SPs participate in
a circle. This simulates the circle of trust in Liberty 25)-like federations. The
difference is that in the latter (Liberty), IdPs and SPs mutually evaluate the
quality of their services, while in the former (ours), they refer to the criteria via
Policy Authority. In this meaning, Policy Authority plays a pivot in the circle.
We illustrate our concept of circle in Fig. 2. Actually, building circles of trust is
one of key issues in federations. With Policy Authority acting as the pivot of the
circle, we can save the cost of building multiple circles. This scenario resembles
putting bridge CAs as a pivot in path building.
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Fig. 2 Graded circle of trust consisting of servers of various LoCs, with Policy Authority
playing the pivot.

3.1.2 Graded Trust Circle
The trust model of our framework is naturally graded. In Fig. 2, there are

multiple circles according to levels provided by Policy Authority. When a CA is
given a level n, it is in circle n. When an SP requires a level m, it is in circle m.
The path validation requested by an SP of level m succeeds, if the root of the
constructed path is in circle m (the same as the conventional trust), or in circle
n (n > m). The path escalation from m to n is guaranteed by the certificate
common criteria of Policy Authority. This trust model is essential for solving the
fragmentation problems. We discuss the solution in Section 3.4.

3.1.3 SP and CA
An SP delegates path validation to Policy Authority. In the delegation, main-

taining the list of trust anchors is a task of the delegated server. In our framework,
an SP maintains its requirement to levels of certificates. Policy Authority, or the
delegated server receives the requirement together with a path, then validates

Fig. 3 Housing multiple path validations in one Policy Authority.

it. This means that it can house multiple path validation methods in one server.
Policy Authority controls path validation by using required levels together with
trust anchors (i.e., registered CAs) as illustrated in Fig. 3.
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We see that in the figure, instead of having as many bridge CAs as the number
of levels, we can house multiple levels of path building in one Policy Authority.

3.2 CP Certification
The relation that a CA trusts another CA is determined by some kind of

evaluation of CP of the target CA. The evaluation must be based on some
certificate common criteria such as EV, Web Trust and RFC 3647.

3.2.1 Levels of Compliance of Certificates
Conventionally, a level of assurance is given to a CA according to a specific

criterion and certification based on the criteria and the related audit. Typi-
cal criteria include WTCA 3), EV 5), and “Specified Certification Business” 27) in
Japan. All of these criteria require the audit to assure the quality of CA oper-
ations. However, the audit is done for checking compliance with CP/CPS’s of
given CAs. Compliance of a CP/CPS with a given criterion must be proved as
another process.

In this paper, we define “level of compliance (LoC).”
Definition: We define a level of compliance (LoC) for a criterion as a numeric
value that represents how strictly a server is operated in compliance with the
given criterion.

As a criterion of LoC, we have some standard templates for CP/CPS’s such as
EV, WTCA, and RFC 3647. Conventionally, because they define the minimum
set of requirements, compliance levels are just 0/1 (yes or no). In our extended
compliance, we may specify optional criteria that enhance the level of security
in the same template. Therefore, we have more than two levels for compliance:
enhanced compliance/minimum compliance/no. Here, LoC can be considered as
an extension of a conventional certification.

Moreover, LoC can be defined as an extension of LoA. Usually, certificate
authentication is given the highest level. In LoC, the level of operations of CA is
of concern. This is the same framework as the assignment of LoA in which the
level of ID providers is of concern.

In evaluating LoC, operations of a given CA are audited for a given criterion. In
LoC, audit is done not only for CP/CPS, but also for a predefined criterion. The
evaluation must be done by an authority of the criteria. Here, Policy Authority
plays the role of an auditor.

3.2.2 Assigned Levels and Derived Levels
In our framework, in addition to Policy Authority, which assigns a level to a

CA, a CA can assign derived levels to its subordinate CAs. Delegation is essential
in saving the cost of Policy Authority operations. It is a fundamental assumption
that a CA must control its subordinate CAs in path validation. This means that
a level of a given CA is inherited to its subordinate CAs. In this paper, this
control is extended to a derived level assignment. This assignment is done under
the restriction that the derived level must not be greater than the level of the
parent CA. Policy Authority must therefore enforce this restriction on every
participating CAs. Audit must also be effective for this enforcement.

3.2.3 Evaluation Axes of Criteria
In the NIST standard 4), we see four axes for evaluating authentications. In

this paper, we adopt related two axes of evaluation: the levels of the initial
identification (ID lifecycle management in general 21),22)), and the levels of tokens.
For example, Verisign defines three levels as for levels of assurance depending on
the methods of the initial identification and the coverage of assurance. In this
meaning, our proposal is already implemented in the real world.

Moreover, a CA must be operated under a certain security constraint. RFC
3647 also defines its security constraints in operations. There are the proposal 21)

that criteria for SPs are necessary in addition to criteria for IdPs on which LoAs
are based. Here, we propose our evaluation axes of criteria in terms of criteria
for SP 21):
( 1 ) ID lifecycle management.
( 2 ) levels of tokens.
( 3 ) Quality of management of the server:

( a ) Management of access control.
( b ) Control of physical security.
( c ) Management of privileges in operation.

In addition to these axes, we require audit as the mechanism that guarantees
the quality in terms of published criteria. To control the quality of operations,
audit is considered to be very effective. It is mandatory that Policy Authority
audits participating CAs.
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3.3 Extended Path Validation by Using Dynamic Path Validation
Now we have two components: LoC and Policy Authority. We extend path

validation so that a CA of a lower LoC can trust a CA of a higher LoC, even if
there is no path between the two in conventional meaning. We call this extension
an “dynamic path validation (DyPV).”

Our DyPV is processed as follows: first, all CAs registered at a given Policy
Authority are considered to be in its domain. In other words, a CA in the
domain is given an LoC under the certificate common criteria of Policy Authority.
Second, the path validation is extended by using levels: if a certificate issued by
CA1 is presented at an SP that requires n2 as LoC, and n1 is given to CA1, then
the certificate is validated if n1 ≥ n2. We extend this validation to a general
certificate chain. If a path is built whose root is CA1, and CA1 · · ·CAn, are
registered, then we compare their LoCs with the required LoC. We call such
extended certificate chain with levels, simply an extended certificate chain.

An extended certificate chain is implemented as a list of pairs (ni, Ci) (i ≥ 0)
where
( 1 ) C0 is the certificate of a root CA in an organization, and n0 is the assigned

level given to the CA.
( 2 ) Ci (i > 0) is the certificate of a CA, signed by the CA whose certificate is

Ci−1. Moreover ni−1 ≥ ni. ni represents the LoC of CA of Ci given by the
CA of Ci−1.

Note that for a given CA, there can be two certificates C1 and C2 that comprise
different paths from the root CA. Accordingly, LoCs attached to C1 and C2 are
different in general. Although the situation that a CA has multiple LoCs is not
standard in terms of the internal control of an organization, Policy Authority
allows this situation, which is represented as storing pairs (n,C) of certificate C

signed by a parent CA, and LoC n given by the parent.
This representation is an actual extension of conventional certificate chains

where a list of certificates only matters. However, an extended chain has a weaker
guarantee than the conventional chain, meaning that in the extended chain, a
CA signs a less managed CA. We need an extension field in order to distinguish
conventional signing chains from extended chains.

3.3.1 Management of LoCs in Policy Authority
Policy Authority has a list of participating organizations that have one or mul-

tiple root CAs. Note that they are the target of level assignment and audit by
Policy Authority. It is essential that Policy Authority delegates level assignment
and audit to subordinate CAs in an organization in view of saving the manage-
ment cost.

First, Policy Authority accepts the participation of an organization. A level is
assigned to the root CA(s) of the organization by Policy Authority. This grade
cannot be modified without audit and negotiation between Policy Authority and
participating organizations.

Derived (delegated) level assignment is implemented as unconditional accep-
tance of extended certificate chains of CAs submitted by the root CAs of partic-
ipating organizations. Concretely,
( 1 ) the root CA builds an extended certificate chain whose root is themselves.
( 2 ) they submit the chain to Policy Authority.
( 3 ) Policy Authority receives the chain, and checks its validity. The validity is

examined as:
( a ) the level of the root CA of the chain is the preassigned one.
( b ) if CA1 of LoC n1 gives a signature to CA2 of LoC n2, n1 ≥ n2.

( 4 ) if the chain is validated, Policy Authority registers CAs in the chain to-
gether with their LoCs.

( 5 ) at the registration, there can be updates of levels of subordinate CAs.
Policy Authority manages the consistency related to the registration.

The consistency problem arises when there is a case that the registered LoC
nnew of a given CA of C is different from a previously registered LoC nold. If
nnew ≥ nold, there is no inconsistency. If nnew < nold, there can be subordinate
CAs that are children of C, and its LoC is larger than nnew. In this case, Policy
Authority must invalidate such chains, and notify the result to the organization.

Updates of LoC must be a target of audit by Policy Authority. Because it can
remember updates of LoCs at the registration of chains as above, we can say that
there is enough data of this audit.

3.3.2 Path Validation
The algorithm of DyPV validation is given in Fig. 4. A validating SP delegates
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Policy Authority:

Boolean validate(cert chains CC[], int LoC)

{

start:

if (CC[1] is in the domain of Policy Authority) {

DD[] = CC[]; // guarantees an LoC is assigned to DD[1].

} else {

if (CC[1] can be extended by using information in Policy Authority) {

select a chain CC1[] such that LoC(CC1[1]) >= LoC;

DD = CC1 + CC; //Extend CC[] with CC1[];

} else

return false;

}

validate DD[]; // RFC 5280 compliant path validation

for (C = tail of DD[]; C != DD[1]; C = parent(C)) {

if (C is in the domain of Policy Authority) {

if (LoC(C) < LoC) goto start;

// Validation fails for DD[]. Reset and Restart.

} else {

continue;

}

}

// check if all of LoC’s of certificates in CC are

// higher than the requirement.

return true; // validated.

}

Fig. 4 Algorithm of dynamic path validation.

the validation to Policy Authority. Policy Authority responds with true/false
depending on whether DyPV succeeds or not. The given inputs are CC[], a
certificate chain given by a validatee, and LoC, a required LoC given as a policy
of the validating SP. This algorithm partially extends CC[] so that the root of the
path is in the domain. Here, Policy Authority builds a path in the conventional
way so that its root is in the domain. Then, Policy Authority compares the
required LoC with LoCs in the domain. In other words, registered CAs play as
trust anchors in a conventional sense. Instead of maintaining the list of trust

anchors, an SP just makes an inquiry of LoC as its requirement, and Policy
Authority returns yes/no to the inquiry.

A problem arises in the algorithm: the path extension. There can be a case
that there are two or more possibilities of extension, and in one extension, the
extended validation succeeds, and in another extension, it fails. This case can oc-
cur when there is temporal inconsistency in LoC of CAs caused by LoC updates
independently done by suborganizations. (Such inconsistency of two different
LoCs must eventually be resolved in view of the internal control in the organi-
zation.) In our algorithm, we allow that if validation fails in a path extended in
this way, we restart the path building.

If we can validate a path, then we must guarantee that the validation of any
extension of the path also succeeds. Therefore, we require that if there is a
path from CA1 −→ CA2, meaning that CA1 issues a certificate to CA2, then
their LoCs must satisfy LoC(CA1) ≥ LoC(CA2). This consistency must be
maintained by Policy Authority offline as explained in this section.

3.4 Solution of Fragmented Trust Problem
Under the umbrella of Policy Authority, CAs of multiple levels are accommo-

dated. Conventionally, trust must be maintained according to the level of partic-
ipating entities, which has caused fragmentation of trust circles and cumbersome
negotiations in accepting new participants. In our framework, instead, we define
multiple LoCs for participation, because the evaluation is done in reference to a
published single criterion for which participants can select its appropriate LoC
depending on the cost, the significance and the easiness of entry into the trust
circle.

The path building is extended so that LoC is considered. Policy Authority
validates a path so that LoC of every CA on the path is larger than the required
LoC. CAs of different LoCs supply different constructions of paths. Convention-
ally, the path building must be done within trusted CAs. Different trust requires
different path building, which causes fragmentation in path building. Instead, we
provide an aggregated framework of trust in terms of certificate common criteria.
This saves the cost of trust maintenance of a single certificate common criterion
under the umbrella of Policy Authority.

Our framework resembles establishing another trusted third party. However,
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in addition to 0/1 (yes/no) information of trusted or not, trust levels can be
controlled, which extends the functions of trusted third parties. There are some
approaches that aims at controlling levels. For example, TFPAP (Trust Frame-
work Providor Adoption Process) 10) has started giving its “common” LoAs to its
participating trust providers, and SPs can control access by judging the LoA of
IdP and referring to the grade given by TFPAP. Although no validation method
of levels other than manual validation is provided, we can say that the idea of
this approach is similar to our framework.

3.5 Comparison with RFC 5280
Conventionally, path validation is defined as RFC 5280 9). In RFC 5280, there

is defined control of path building via policy extension fields in certificates. In
our framework, for representing policies of CAs, we use LoC under the certificate
common criteria of Policy Authority. Our idea is that lifecycles of CAs and
of their policies are not the same. Policies and operations can continuously be
enhanced even in the same CA. We separate the two lifecycles, and manage
policies by using Policy Authority online.

4. Related Work

This paper is a refinement of the basic idea of dynamic path validation 13) in
terms of extended path validation and analysis of the fragmentation problem.

Path building 8), and validation 9) have been central issues in PKI domain exten-
sions. There have been proposed three major methods of path construction mod-
els: hierarchical, mutual, and bridge models. Although the bridge model has been
considered to scale, and has been implemented on some major domains, there
are some problems other than technical ones which hinder its growth. Further-
more, delegation of tasks related to them is studied because they are too heavy
for general SPs. The discussions are summarized as RFC 3379 20). OCSP 14)

and SCVP 11) are also classified as protocols partly delegating validation. Our
framework is also classified as delegation. Ours considers LoCs in path validation.

Another approach is to lessen the maintenance of trust by using online rating
of trust network. For example, instead of formal procedures of trust evaluation,
trust values are calculated by antecedents 6) or by local trust 16).

It is commonly understood that operations of CAs can differ in their CPs.

They include usage, profile, and security. There are some standard templates of
CPs such as RFC 3647 7), and PKI lite 26).

Evaluating IdPs and assigning a specific LoA is required by some security-
sensitive SPs 2). There have been proposed several systems that use LoA. As
major federated identity systems, both Liberty and OpenID provide a mechanism
of sending LoA of IdPs to SPs 17),19).

Moreover, in Grid, there are established policy management authorities 28) to
enforce the policies of Grid on participants.

Although discussions of LoA 15) have been limited to ID and authentication,
they are very fruitful in assuring the security level in building federations. In
particular, they are essential in the framework that ID information is provided to
an SP by IdPs in multiple organizations via SSO. OMB guidance 18) and the NIST
standard 4) are milestones in the discussion. They are also driving forces to define
LoA to large federations. Today, LoA is widely discussed in many organizations,
grids, federations 12), and inter-federations 1). In the U.S., some frameworks such
as TFPAP 10) have been initiated for establishing common criteria for evaluating
LoAs. We can say that they share the goal with our framework.

LoA can be generalized to SPs 21),22). A consistent assignment of LoA to SPs
is proposed in terms of security policies of organizations.

Note that all of these must be done as part of risk management 23). Authen-
tication can be discussed in terms of risk management 24). Moreover, there is
defined Common Criteria (ISO/IEC 15408) for evaluating information security.

5. Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we have proposed dynamic path validation (DyPV) to tame
the fragmentation problem. First, we have studied the fragmentation problem
of trust in certificate path building. The fragmentation causes complicated path
building together with complicated organization of CAs. Next, we have proposed
dynamic path validation (DyPV). In DyPV, CAs in a domain are registered in
Policy Authority, which plays as a pivot. Moreover, according to a certificate
common criterion, LoC is assigned to each CA. In this way, Policy Authority
accommodates multiple levels of compliance in one server. Furthermore, path
validation has been extended so that an LoC, or a level of CP/CPS’s is reflected.
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Moreover, we have shown that DyPV can be a solution to the fragmentation
problem.

Our framework uses LoC instead of a list of trust anchors. CAs are not required
to issue unnecessary certificates for path building, but Policy Authority checks
whether the validation in terms of LoC requirement succeeds. Operations under
a certificate common criteria of Policy Authority are easier than maintaining lists
of trust anchors of multiple levels in multiple bridges.
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